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Power exchanges data:

Energy traded - OPCOM, Romania
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Opcom, Romania: Energy Traded on Sunday, October 28, 2007

Hourly imports of Montenegro on Sunday, 28.10.2007
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Hourly imports of Montenegro on Wednesday, 24.10.2007
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*Physical imports are shown, i.e. with included generation of HPP Piva
in exchange total of Montenegro
In the period from 17.10.2007 till 31.10.2007:
Montenegro maximum daily consumption: 14.08 GWh
Montenegro maximal hourly consumption: 675 MWh

Opcom, Romania: Energy Traded on Wednesday, October 31, 2007
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Tables with results of Allocated Available Transfer Capacities
(AATC) in Balkan region for November 2007

TTC (Total Transfer Capacity), TRM (Transmission Reliability Margin) and
NTC (Net Transfer Capacity) values in previous tables, represents commonly correlated values, given per each border and per each direction
on the respective border. (Please note that some of TSOs on their web
sites publish only one-half of the NTC value, i.e. their own part of NTC,
and therefore NTC data can be different)
AAC (Already Allocated Capacity) value represents part of transmission
capacity allocated earlier by TSO in which table this value appears.
ATC (Available Transfer Capacities) value represents amount of transmission capacity, which will be offered by the TSO in which table this value
appears to the interested market participants through allocation procedure: usually by pro-rata or explicit auctions method. (Please note that
some of TSOs on their web sites within their ATC value publish ATC part
of the neighboring TSO, and therefore ATC data can be different)

AATC (ALLOCATED Available Transfer Capacities) values are the results
of allocation procedure conducted by respective TSO in which table
this value appears
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Analysis:
Installed thermal power capacities in South East Europe

Average weather conditions for Nobember

T: Ts in Celsius degrees.
W: Ws in km/h, S – South, W – West, N – North, E – East and variables; L-V - light
and variable
R: Rain in mm
S: Snow in cm

Danube water-level

relevant for:
HPP Portile de Fier I, 1167 MW, Romania
HPP Portile de Fier II, 270 MW, Romania
HPP Djerdap I, 1058 MW, Serbia
HPP Djerdap II, 270 MW Serbia
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News:

Government accepted new shareholders in Nabucco project
(Region)
Bulgarian government gave an approval in principle for joining two
more shareholders in Nabucco project, i.e. in the company Nabucco
Gas Pipeline International. The Nabucco Gas Pipeline International
is responsible for designing, construction and operation of future
natural gas pipeline that should transport natural gas from Caspian
region toward Europe.
The five companies involved in the project, OMV, MOL, Transgaz,
Bulgargaz and Botas, have been negotiating regarding partnership
with RWE and Gaz de France. The final decision regarding the new
shareholders should be reached in November.
In the related news, secretary general of EU energy charter secretariat, Andrea Mernier, said the construction of Nabucco pipeline,
which would bypass Russia, is unfeasible. The new was published
by Russian news agency RIA. Mernier said the 6 billion dollars
project would be difficult to achieve without Russia having in mind
uncertainties in Caspian and Black Sea region. The investors could
be unwilling to fund the project due to high costs and risks related
to situation in Iraq and Iran, Mernier said. In the same time, natural
gas reserves in Caspian region are insufficient for implementation
of Nabucco project. The Nabucco project was seen as an attempt of
EU to diversify energy supplies, i.e. to reduce dependence on Russia,
and to increase energy security.
In the same time, in May, Russia, Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan, the
major gas producer in the region, announced plans to build natural
gas pipeline along the Caspian sea, which should transport billions
cubic meters of gas from Turkmenistan via Kazakhstan to Russia and
further to Europe.
§ § §

IMF issued warning over the situation in KESH (Albania)
Murilo Portugal, deputy director of International monetary fund
(IMF) called authorities in Albania urgently to prepare detailed plan
for preventing the collapse in Albanian power corporation (KESH).
During the meeting with minister of finance, Ridvan Bode, and Central bank governor, Ardiano Fullani, high official of IMF pointed out
that hard financial situation in KESH led to worsening of already difficult energy situation in the country.
In the same time, Fullani put blame on energy crises as one of the
most important reasons for increase of inflationary pressures. The
governor said the crises increased overall economic costs in the
country.
§ § §

Start of renewal of transmission network (Albania)
Albanian power corporation (KESH) announced it started renewal of
transmission network in city of Shkodra. The worth of the project is
10.2 million euros, and the funds are provided by European Invest-
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ment Bank (EIB). The project included construction of two new substations in Koplik and Buhsat and two new transmission lines.
In the related news, director of Albania’s Transmission System Operation (TSO), Ymer Balla, said that the construction of 400kV interconnection line Elbasan (Albania)-Podgorica (Montenegro) should
start in the beginning of 2008. TSO should start implementation of
technical project of the power line, Balla said.
§ § §

Energy crises continues (Albania)
More than 900,000 households’ customers in Albania have not had
regular power supply in the last several months, while capital Tirana
have had electricity for only 15 hours per day. The country has limited import capacities due to undeveloped transmission network,
while electricity production in hydropower plants was reduced due
to drought.
Due to colder weather in the second half of October, which caused
the increase in daily consumption by 1 GWh, KESH changed power
cuts schedule. The power cuts have lasted for 4-8 hours, mostly in
the afternoon and during the peak hours. The power cuts in the rural areas lasted for even 15 hours.
Despite the recent rains and snowfalls, the water levels in storage
lakes did not increase significantly. In the end of October, KESH was
importing 9.6 GWh of electricity per day, while production stood
at 4.9 GWh. The electricity consumption stood at 14-15 GWh, while
estimated normal electricity consumption is 24 GWh per day. The
ministry of economy and trade and KESH announced increase of
electricity import despite high prices.
§ § §

Several announcements for investments in energy sector
(Albania)
Swiss company Lignobau GmBH announced it would build 14 small
hydropower plants (HPPs) on Osum river. Overall power output of
these HPPs should be 110 MW.
The project was prepared in cooperation with local company and
it was presented to prime minister Sali Berisha, who expressed its
support.
Sali Berisha also had a meeting with consortium of Greek Lynx and
Swiss company Rixo. The consortium expressed interest for investing in oil fields in Albania, as well as for privatization of Albanian oil
company (ARMO).
On the other hand, Italian company Italgest presented to prime
minister the project for construction 150 MW wind farm in near city
of Durres. The cost of the project is estimated at 200 million euros.
In the same time, officials from Naanovo company presented to
prime minister project for solar power plant near city of Durres as
well as the projects for waste management and usage of waste in
electricity production.
§ § §

Shareholders assembly of TPP Gacko rejected cancellation
of partnership with CEZ (Bosnia and Herzegovina)
Shareholders assembly of thermal power plant (TPP) Gacko rejected
the request of several investment funds, which demanded cancellation of partnership with Czech CEZ. The majority owner of the
TPP, the government of Republic of Srpska, which was represented
by minister of economy, energy and development, Rajko Ubiparip,
voted against cancellation of several decisions regarding partnership with CEZ.
Minister also confirmed that the investment funds filed a lawsuit
against TPP Gacko and Power utility of RS (ERS) claiming the partnership with CEZ would be damaging for the company. Ubiparip announced that real business decisions would be reached during the
next business year. In that period, joint venture called New power
plants of RS (NERS) should be established, the auditor house which
would evaluate assets and rights invested by TPP Gacko in new
company will be selected and the annex of Agreement on rights
and assets will be signed with CEZ, the minister said.
The representatives of investment funds said they are not against
partnership with CEZ, yet they are against the way the partnership
was established.
During the same assembly, new supervising board was appointed.
According to the financial report, which was not adopted by assembly, in the first six months of 2007, TPP Gacko reported 10.7 million
euros of losses. According to sources, the loss amounted to 14.8 million euros until the mid October.
§ § §

Oil refinery in Brod to start production in February 2008
(Bosnia and Herzegovina)
Minster of economy, energy and development of Republic of Srpska
(RS), Rajko Ubiparip confirmed that the renewal of the Oil refinery
in Brod should start in the second half of October. The new owner,
the Russian NefteGazInkor, was behind the schedule regarding the
renewal due to several unfavorable factors, the minister said. The
old processing line, which should be renewed the first, should be
operational not before the February 2008, Ubiparip said.
The minister also promised that employees in the refinery would receive 22 and half wages by the end of the month. The government
recently decided to allocate some 5.8 million euros for this purpose,
by which the government continues to pay obligations stipulated in
the privatization contract.
§ § §

Privatization of Energopetrol still was not finished (Bosnia
and Herzegovina)
According to several media in the country, the privatization of oil
company Energopetrol still was not legally finished although the
privatization contract was signed a year ago. The new owner of Energopetrol is the consortium INA-MOL, which bought majority stake
in the company despite the protests from the federal parliament
and several ministers at the time.
In this moment, Energopetrol still was not registered after company
changed ownership structure. The reason for that is the fact the consortium tried to expand business activities of Energopetrol to explo-
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ration and exploitation of oil, which was rejected by the responsible
court. One of the officials from Energopetrol confirmed the registration was just technical issue.
The second reason was the fact that Terminals of Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) and hotel Marsal still were not separated
from company as it was stipulated in privatization contract. In the
same time, sources imply the ownership of Energopetrol over some
petrol stations came in question.
Some media accused former prime minister Ahmet Hadzipasic that
sale of Energopetrol was motivated by his and personal reasons of
his closest associates. The sale of Energopetrol was still investigated
by prosecution office.
INA-MOL paid some 5 million euros for 67 % of shares in Energopetrol and it was obliged to invest some 75 million euros in the company in period of three years, to pay some 30 million euros of company’s debts and to preserve all of 1,059 of employees.
The additional problem for Energopetrol was the rumor that some
500 workers would be dismissed, which was later explained as an
offer for voluntarily dismissals. Skeptics believed the offer was just a
form of pressure for workers to leave the company, which could be
considered as breaching the privatization contract.
Some sources even implied that INA-MOL consortium could cancel
the privatization contract due to problems that have been arising in
the company on daily basis.
The government of Federation of BiH obliged minister of energy
Vahid Heco to monitor status of privatization contract. The government, which still owns 22 % stake in the Energopetrol, plans to sell
its shares for 55 million euros.
§ § §

Energoinvest signed cooperation contract with Danish
European Wind Farms (Bosnia and Herzegovina)
Sarajevo based company Energoinvest and Danish company European Wind Farms singed the cooperation contract in the areas of
wind and hydropower projects. The worth of the contract was not
revealed, where head of Energoinvest, the Dzemal Vlahovljak and
director of European Wind Farms, Knud - Erik Andersen, signed the
contract.
The cooperation in wind power area will refer to construction of
wind farms in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH), where Energoinvest
would conduct construction works and Danish company would
lead the projects and provide the technology.
As for hydropower, two companies plan to build small hydropower
plants (HPPs), where Danish would provide funds, and Energoinvest
would carry out construction works.
The officials of two companies pointed out the cooperation contract opens the option for cooperation with traditional partners of
Energoinvest, in Algeria, Morocco and Tunis.
§ § §

EP BiH to take a 100 million euros loan, ministry of energy
disapprove the arrangement (Bosnia and Herzegovina)
Power utility of Bosnia and Herzegovina (EP BiH) took the 100 million
euros loan from Cayman island-based Caraden Financial Ltd, several
media in Bosnia and Herzegovina and in the region reported. The
Caraden Financial was selected through tender procedure.
The funds should be used for merger of coalmines Kreka, Breza and
Gracanica with EP BIH, for solving the problems with pension funds,
payment of dismissal wages, as well as for modernization of the
coalmines.
The news about the loan unpleasantly surprised the officials from
Ministry of energy of Federation of BIH, local media said. The ministry and national power company had several disagreements in the
past regarding the abovementioned merger of the coalmines.
Minister of energy, Vahid Heco, said he was shocked by the news
and said the ministry would thoroughly analyze the development
over this issue. He denied the claims of the management of EP BiH
that ministry did not officially object the loan arrangement. Heco
said the tender for loan arrangement was launched without approval of ministry and supervising board of EP BiH.
On the other hand, local paper San quoted the unofficial sources
close to general manager of EP BiH, Enver Kreso, who said Kreso did
not sign the loan arrangement with Caraden Financial Ltd. Instead
of that, EP BiH is very close to signing the 100 million euros loan with
one European bank, with AAA rating, sources claim. Kreso did not
want to comment the latest developments. Sources said the general
manager announced internal investigation in order to find out who
was giving up the classified information to the media, which could
affect the company. Kreso announced to give the explanations regarding the latest developments in the company during the first
week of November.
The latest development is the continuation of disputes between
ministry and EP BiH. In the past, minister Heco tried to dismiss supervising and management board of EP BiH. The dispute sharpened
after EP BiH sold 725 GWh of electricity in the international tender
without approval of the ministry.
§ § §

Competition council did not approve direct electricity trade
between EP BiH and EP HZHB (Bosnia and Herzegovina)
Competition council (CC) of Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) concluded that certain terms in the Proposal for sale/purchase of electricity in 2008 between Power utility of BiH (EP BiH) and Power utility
of Herceg Bosnia (EP HZHB) limit market competition. CC issued its
opinion at the request of Regulatory energy commission of Federation of BiH (FERK). CC said that Proposal envisaged submitting the
offer for sale to buyer selected in advance and at price set in advance, which is against market principles.
In the related news, FERK warned that electricity supply in Federation of BiH in 2008 could face difficulties, since the country would be
missing some 1 TWh of electricity. The warning was sent in written
notice to the government and parliament of Federation of BiH. FERK
reminded that government did not adopt energy balance for 2008,
that EP BiH sold part of electricity surpluses in the next year, while
EP HZHB did not provide missing quantities of electricity.
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FERK also demanded from CC to reconsider the decision of EP BiH
to sell electricity surpluses in 2008. According to announcements,
EP BiH has been preparing new international tender for sale of 450
GWh of electricity at the price of at least 75 euros/MWh. The company already contracted export of 725 GWh in the next year.
§ § §

Spanish company to invest 50 million euros in biofuel plant
(Bulgaria)
Spanish company Green Fuel announced plans for investing 50 million euros in the biodiesel and bioethanol plant in Pleven area. This
was confirmed by the official from the local subsidiary of Green Fuel,
the Green Fuel Corporacion Bulgaria AD.
The construction of the plant should start in February 2008, where
the company already selected construction site, near the village
Riben on Danube River. The site is considered as favorable in terms
of transportation of raw materials from the neighboring Romania.
Green Fuel should soon choose the site for construction of facility
for storage of production remainders.
New factory should have annual capacity of 110,000 tons of biodiesel and 60,000 tons of bioethanol, for which some 250,000 of
oil crops and 100,000 tons of grain would be needed, respectively.
After plant reaches full capacity, it should provide 50 % of Bulgaria’s
biodiesel output, high official from Green Fuel said.
§ § §

Industrial customers accused NEK on price monopoly
(Bulgaria)
Large metallurgical, cement and chemical factories in Bulgaria,
which have a status of eligible electrical customers, accused National electric company (NEK) for market monopoly.
In the second half of October, steel factory Stomana filed a complaint to the antimonopoly authorities regarding the NEK’s possible
market monopoly. Stomana said it has acquired support from local
cement factories regarding this issue.
In the same time, steel factory in Pernik sent a letter to EU consumer
protection commissioner asking to check whether the NEK has been
breaching the market deregulation directive. The same requests and
complaints could be expected from other metallurgical companies
in the country. Stomana said although NEK’s monopoly expired in
the beginning of 2007, the NEK continues to have a crucial influence
in electricity market. The steel producer says the lack of power supply prevented company to enter deregulated market and says NEK
has been blocking the development of the market, by purchasing
the majority of NPP Kozloduy’s output.
In the same time, in the end of October, the several companies filed
a complaint to Supreme Administrative Court against the increase
in electricity prices imposed on July 1 this year. The complaints were
submitted by Stilmet, Asarel Medet, Agropolychim, Radomir Metali,
Kremikovtzi, E.ON Bulgaria Sales, E.ON Bulgaria Grid, EVN Bulgaria
Power Distribution, EVN Bulgaria Power Supply, CEZ Electro Bulgaria
and thermal power plants Bobov Dol and Varna. The court officials
said the hearings regarding the complaints filed by industrial customers would take place on October 29, while the hearings on the
complaints of power distributors are scheduled on November 5 and
7.

The latest development came three months after the State Energy
and Water Regulatory Commission (SEWRC) approved the increase
in electricity prices (which was one of the highest in the last several
years). Starting from July 1, the electricity prices for high voltage
customers were increased by 30%-50 %, while transmission charges
were increased by 45 %. The aforementioned companies believe
the new tariffs were non-transparent and different to these set by
the Commission for the Protection of Competition (CPC) during the
public debate. In addition, new tariffs hinder the development of
free market, the companies believe.
On the other hand, NEK answered that each customer that was not
satisfied with the prices has an option to find other supplier on free
market. Executive director of NEK, Mardik Papazyan recently said
the NEK offered the best price for purchase of Kozloduy’s output,
claiming this move did not disturb free market. Nevertheless, head
of NEK admitted there was no real competition in electricity market
in Bulgaria in this moment. CEO of NEK also accused Stomana for
not paying electricity bills and announced possible power cuts.
In the past several years, there were several complaints against the
NEK’s monopoly, but the antitrust bodies refused them all.
The head of SEWRC, Konstantin Shushulov, recently said the increase in prices was caused by increase in prices of coal and oil on
international markets, as well as by shutdown of units 3 and 4 in
nuclear power plant (NPP) Kozloduy.
§ § §

CEZ and local businessmen jointly to build new TPP in
Maritsa Iztok basin, CEZ refused to comment (Bulgaria)
Local businessmen, Hristo Kovachki, said he and Czech CEZ signed a
memorandum of understanding regarding the joint construction of
new 600 MW thermal power plant (TPP) in Maritsa Iztok coal basin.
The MoU was signed in September, Kovachki told to local media.
The construction of new TPP was approved by Bulgarian government several months ago, where the cost of the project was estimated at 1 billion euros.
Two parties should set up the joint venture that should take part in
future tender, where CEZ and Kovachki should own equal shares in
the venture. On the other hand, CEZ denied signing any agreement
with Kovachki.
Kovachki explained the CEZ’s denial by the fact that all decisions in
such large company must be approved by several managing bodies.
Sources in Bulgaria believe that Kovachki could offer the site of its
company Brikel to be the construction site of the new TPP.
The government of Bulgaria has established working team, made
of representatives from energy ministry, the power regulator and
National electric company (NEK), the task of which is to prepare the
tender criteria. The task should be finished by the end of 2007.
Besides Kovachki and CEZ, the interest for construction of new plant
was expressed more than once by RWE, Enel, AES and E.ON.
§ § §
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Cancellation of electricity export in November (Bulgaria)
Bulgaria decided to cancel electricity export starting from November in order to provide sufficient amount of electricity for domestic
needs. This was confirmed by the deputy minister of economy and
energy, who said there would be no power cuts, despite the fact
that this winter would be the first one without four units in nuclear
power plant (NPP) Kozloduy. So far, Bulgaria exported 3.5 TWh of
electricity in this year.
Ministry announced that thermal power plants (TPPs) in Bobov Dol,
Varna and Maritsa Iztok would increase production in order to compensate lower production in NPP Kozloduy.
According to plans, TPP Maritsa Iztok 2 should operate at full power
in period January-March 2008, despite the fact that new equipment
for environmental protection was not installed yet. The project, led
by Japanese Mitsui, is behind the schedule, so that TPP would be
forced to pay penalties, having in mind announcements of energy
ministry regarding full power operation. Deputy minister said the
environmental charges should be paid by those responsible for
project delays.
§ § §

Five companies submitted indicative bids for construction
of NPP Belene (Bulgaria)
After expiration of the deadline, set on October 17, five companies
submitted indicative bids for acquiring 49 % stake in the company
that will build and operate nuclear power plant (NPP) Belene. National electric company (NEK) confirmed the bids were submitted
by CEZ, Electrabel, Enel, E.ON and RWE. Despite the announcements, the sixth short listed company during the prequalification
procedure, the French EDF, did not submit the bid.
Endesa, Cumerio Med, EGL and Atel earlier expressed interest for
25 % stake, so that NEK preserved the right to negotiate with these
companies during the later stage of the process, i.e. in case of unsuccessful negotiations with abovementioned five companies.
The tender procedure includes evaluation of bank guarantees, the
readiness to purchase electricity from new NPP in relation to the
timeframe, quantity and destination of purchased electricity (i.e. to
domestic or to customers abroad). NEK said details regarding the
bids would not be revealed during this stage of the tender. The
future strategic partner should be selected until the end of 2007.
The same deadline was set for signing the contract with banks that
will fund the project and for signing the final contract with AtomStroyExport.
Overall construction costs for 2,000 MW plant are estimated at 4
billion euros. The NPP will be built by Russian AtomStroyExport (almost 50 % owned by Gazprom) in consortium with Areva and Siemens. Bulgaria already provided 250 million euros loan, which was
granted by BNP Paribas. The loan will be used for the first stage of
the project until the signing the contracts with strategic partner.
According to the CEO of NEK, Lyubomir Velkov, with the exception
of the upfront payment for preparation of technical blueprints for
NPP, there are no delays in payments to AtomStroyExport in this
moment. The CEO’s statement came after the Russian company said
the project was slowed down due to evaluation of existing equipment installed on the construction site and by the delays in payment of NEK.
Velkov did not want to reveal the size of upfront payment due to
confidentiality reasons. He also confirmed two parties agreed both

on which part of the equipment, delivered in 1990s, would be used
and on the worth of the particular equipment. Velkov repeated
there are no delays in the project or indication of overrunning the
target costs.
In this moment, NEK has been negotiating with several banks regarding the financing the project, but the names of the bank are
not revealed at their request.
Until now, over 100 Bulgarian companies submitted applications
to AtomStroyExport in order to become subcontractors in Belene
project. According to contract signed by NEK and Russian company,
30 % of project should be granted to local companies, which should
be equal to 1.2 billion euros. The future subcontractors should be
selected through tender procedure.
In the same time, the government of Bulgaria decided to grant 600
million euros of state guarantees to the project for construction of
NPP Belene. The guarantees are related to the loans from Euroatom
(to be granted by the end of year) and European Investment Bank
(it should be granted next year).
The latest guarantees substitute the 300 million euros guarantees
issued for Euroatom alone. EIB delayed granting the loan after Brussels said it needs more time to evaluate the use of Russian technology in future plant, since it would be the first VVER type reactor in
EU. In the same time, EU energy commissioner Andris Piebalgs said
the EU would most likely approve the use of Russian technology in
NPP Belene.
§ § §

Five companies to purchase TPP Varna’s output (Bulgaria)
Five companies won in the tender for purchase of 1.756 TWh or 200
MWh/h of electricity, which would be delivered by thermal power
plant (TPP) Varna in period January 1-December 31 2008. The TPP
Varna is the property of CEZ Group.
Overall number of 13 companies submitted bids, where overall demand reached 790 MW. Director of trading department of CEZ said
the high interest for the tender was not a surprise. The only criteria
in the tender was the best price.
On the other hand, CEO of National electric company (NEK), Mardik
Pazayan, accused TPP Varna on unfair business activity, since the
supply of domestic customers was the priority, so that tender
should not take place yet.
According to sources, the final price achieved in the tender was
considerably higher comparing to prices earlier paid by NEK to TPP
Varna. The names of the winners in the tender were not revealed,
while the final contracts should be signed by November 27.
§ § §

Three bids for construction of new unit in TPP Sisak
(Croatia)
In mid October, public opening of bids for construction of new
unit C in thermal power plant (TPP) Sisak took place. The bids were
submitted by local companies Ingra, Djuro Djakovic TEP and Djuro
Djakovic Montaza.
The lowest price for construction of new unit of 36 million euros
was demanded by Ingra, while Djuro Djakovic TEP and Djuro Dja-
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kovic Montaza demanded 39.9 million euros and 37.8 million euros,
respectively.
The project includes construction works, delivery and installation of
equipment for combined heat power unit with 230 MW of electricity output and 50 MW of heat output.
The 180 million euros worth project will be partly financed through
settlement of clearing debts of former USSR toward Croatia, and
partly by funds provided by Croatian power utility (HEP). The construction works should start on April 1 2008, while the unit should
be put in service on June 30 2011.
§ § §

Sale of 7 % of INA’s shares to employees (Croatia)
In mid October, Croatian oil industry (INA) started a sale of its shares
to present and former employees under privileged terms. The right
for purchase of shares was given to some 45,000 of INA’s employees, where the deadline for subscription in the first round of sale
was set at October 29.
During the first round, each employee will have right to buy 8
shares, while those employed over one year in INA will have the
right to buy additional ten shares. The base share price will be some
230 euros, with base discount of 5 % and additional discount of 1
% per year of employment. It was expected that all shares to be offered, i.e. 7 % of overall shares in INA or some 700,000 shares, would
be sold during the first round.
In case if all offered shares were not sold during the first round, the
second round should take place in period November 5-14 this year.
During this round, shares will be sold without discounts and only
employees with over one year of employment could purchase the
shares.
In order to prevent fluctuations in the market, the government limited resale of shares, where workers that were employed in INA less
than a year, will be banned to sell shares in period of 12 months.
Those with 1 to 10 years of employment will be allowed to resell
shares after 10 months, those with 10 to 20 years of employment
after 8 months, while those with over 20 years of employment will
be allowed to sell shares after 6 months.
§ § §

Slovenia welcomes establishment of fund for
decommissioning of NPP Krsko (Croatia)
Slovenia welcomed the recent announcement of Croatia regarding
the establishment of its part of the fund for decommissioning of
nuclear power plant (NPP) Krsko. The Croatia should establish fund
by the end of the year, earlier reports said.
Ministry of economy of Slovenia said the rest of disputable issues
regarding joint operation of NPP, such as co-financing of storage
facility for low and medium radioactive waste and claims for compensation for undelivered electricity submitted by Croatian power
utility (HEP), should be successfully resolved.
The parliament of Republic of Croatia voted a Law for establishment
of Fund for decommissioning of NPP Krsko. The fund will finance
decommissioning of the NPP and storage of radioactive waste. The
law prescribed scope of activities of the fund, its management and

organization and sources of funding. The founder of the fund is the
state of Croatia, while HEP will be obliged to pay necessary amount
of money every three months until the NPP was out of service or
until the time the Fund has collected required amount of money.
In September, NPP Krsko produced 515.081 GWh of gross electricity, where 490.892 GWh was delivered to power grid. The reported
production was 2.27 % higher than planned, while availability and
utilization rate was 100 %
§ § §

Increase in profit and in oil transport for Janaf (Croatia)
In the first nine months this year, Adriatic pipeline (Janaf ) transported 5.2 million tons of oil, which was 11.6 % higher comparing to the
same period last year, but it was 6.9 % lower than planned.
In the same period, the company reported net profit of 4 million
euros (+10 %). The incomes from oil storage considerably increased,
which, along with increase of oil transport, led to increase of business incomes by 16.6 % comparing to last year or 8.9 % comparing
to plans.
In period of nine months, overall incomes reached 34.5 million
euros (+10.7 % comparing to last year and +11.8 % comparing to
plans). The incomes from oil transport stood at 21.5 million euros
(+9 % comparing to last year, but -5.9 % comparing to plans).
The incomes from oil storage were 7.1 million euros (+80 %) and
they made 22.3 % of incomes from core activities. The incomes from
storage of oil products were similar to last year and they made 10.4
% of incomes from core activities.
Overall expenses of Janaf reached 29.5 million euros (+7.1 %). The
business expenses comprised some 28 million euros (+7.3 %) or
94.7 % of overall expenses.
§ § §

Start of construction of natural gas pipeline Bosiljevo -Split
(Croatia)
In the end of October, the construction of natural gas pipeline
Bosiljevo –Split officially started, which marked the start of gasification of Lika and Dalmatia regions. The inauguration ceremony was
attended by officials from Croatian natural gas transmission system
operator, the Plinacro, and high state officials.
The head of Plinacro, Branko Radosevic, pointed out the natural gas
systems of Lika and Dalmatia represent the most important part of
second phase of investment cycle of Plinacro, during which company plans to invest 443 million euros. The funds will be provided
by Plinacro and European investment bank.
The first phase of construction of the Bosiljevo-Split pipeline will be
construction of 29km long link from Bosiljevo toward Pula-Karlovac
pipeline and it should be finished in 8 months. The works will be
conducted by local company Montmontaza.
The main line of Bosiljevo-Split natural gas pipeline will be 290km
long and it will have transport capacity of 2.5 billion cubic meters.
It will also have 160 km of extensions. The cost of the project is estimated at 183 million euros and the pipeline should be finished
in 2009 or in 2010 at the latest. A year later, the pipeline should be
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extended toward Dubrovnik, with possible extension toward Montenegro and Albania.

Nevertheless, labor unions asked for resignations of the several directors in PPC and announced the start of strike on November 5.

The minister of economy, labor and entrepreneurship, Branko Vukelic, reminded that Croatia signed the Memorandum for construction of Adriatic-Ionian gas pipeline, which should be fourth supply
route for Europe from Caspian region. The Bosiljevo-Split pipeline
will be the part of the route, the minister said.

§ § §

HTSO demanded an extension of tender for new power
plant (Greece)

§ § §

PPC and Metka signed the contract for construction of
Aliveri power plant (Greece)
Public Power Corporation (PPC) and Metka signed the contract for
construction of CCGT type thermal power plant (TPP) in Aliveri on
island of Evia. The worth of the contract for construction of 427 MW
TPP is 219.2 million euros, where Metka won in the tender earlier
this year.
Executive director of PPC, Takis Athanassopoulos, pointed out the
signing of the new contract corresponds to large-scale modernization projects of power plants in the region. CEO said the new TPP
would be part of PPC’s plan for modernization and construction of
more efficient and environmentally sound power plants. Estimated
savings from new plant for PPC are 60-100 million euros or 4-6 % of
overall company’s fuel bill.
The new TPP Aliveri should be built in period of 27 months and it
should be the largest natural gas fired plant in Greece. The generator will be built under technology provided by French Alstom.

Hellenic transmission system operator (HTSO) demanded from involved investors to accept an extension of tender deadline for construction of new 400 MW plant from October 22 to November 22.
The new thermal power plant will operate under capacity reserve
agreement with HTSO.
The main aim of the deadline extension is to give time to EU bodies
to question the objections submitted by participants regarding the
minimum guaranteed incomes of 35,000 per MW per year.
§ § §

Possible delays in upgrade of refineries of HELPE (Greece)
CEO of Hellenic Petroleum (HELPE), Mr. Cavoulacos said in a conference in Brussels that delays in upgrades of refineries could be
expected in general due to much higher costs (equipment, steel,
etc) in this moment than anticipated several years ago.
The CEO did not say anything in particular regarding the upgrade of
Elefsina refinery, which is considered as the most important investment of HELPE (1 billion euros worth).

§ § §

Management of PPC to present plans for restructuring
(Greece)
According to official announcements, the management of PPC
should submit restructuring plans for approval during the meeting
of board of directors scheduled on November 13. The management
believes the restructuring will be in line with EU regulations, and
that it would increase the company’s competitiveness in each area
of business activities. The management denies claims of the unions
that new plans would disintegrate the company.
New plan includes restructuring of PPC into six subsidiaries, where
the first step would be an establishment of transmission, distribution and generation-mining-marketing companies. During the
second stage, the PPC trading will be established, while the third
stage should lead to creation of PPC generation and PPC mining
subsidiaries. The restructuring also includes reduction of lignite
based production and replacement of 3,200 MW. The consultants
that prepared strategic plans also proposed increase in electricity
tariffs by 22 % in the next four years. The management reminded
that plans are subject to discussion with all shareholders.
According to Greek press, the earlier announced plans by the management for restructuring of the company have been changed after harsh critics by the unions in PPC, sources said. The sources said
the restructuring of PPC would be preceded by additional analyses
and negotiations. According to plans, six new companies will be
100 % owned by PPC and employees will have the same working
conditions.

In September, the government of Greece expressed support for
modernization plans of HELPE related to modernization of Elefsina
and Thessalonica refineries.
§ § §

Low efficiency performance of PPC (Greece)
According to the report prepared by Booz Allen Hamilton, Public
power corporation (PPC) could save up to 750 million euros by rationalizing its operations.
Study found that PPC’s unsatisfactory economic situation is not
only affected by outside factors, such as fuel prices or operations
of electricity distribution market, but also by the inefficient operations. The Booz Allen Hamilton proposed reduction of spending by
at least 1 billion euros in order PPC to become competitive company with satisfied shareholders.
The most inefficient division of PPC found was the mining division
with potential to reduce costs by 270 million euros, power producers could save some 111 million euros, distribution companies 110
million euros, transmission division 23 million euros, while commercial operations could save some 12.6 million euros, the study
showed.
The efficiency of mining division was done in comparison to coal.
The study found the four out of five large mines are not competitive. The abovementioned proposed reduction of costs for mining
division, was seen as necessary in order the lignite to become competitive to coal. This would imply reduction of costs for particular
mines between 18 to even 74 %, the report said.
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The special study showed that all of PPC lignite fired thermal power
plants (TPP) are far behind the examples in rest of Europe in terms
of best production practices.
The natural gas fired and oil fired TPPs also have potential for reduction of operational cost, consultants found.
The analyses regarding distribution division showed that each customer in Greece suffered 252 minutes of blackout per year, comparing to 162 minutes in Ireland, 131 minutes in Spain, 97 minutes in
Italy, 68 minutes in UK and 51 minutes in France. Greece only beats
Portugal in this comparison, which has 304 minutes of blackouts
per year.
§ § §

Experts warned Italy-Greece-Turkey gas pipeline could face
difficulties (Greece)
According to several energy experts, the construction of ItalyGreece-Turkey natural gas pipeline could face several difficulties in
the future, despite the near end of the first phase of the project. The
main problems could be the lack of supply, regulatory gaps and rising competition, experts said.
Vice chairman of Institute of Energy for Southeast Europe in Athens, Spiros Paleoyannis, said the South European Gas Ring project,
which should provide 11.5 billion cubic meters of gas from via Turkey and Greece to Italy through 800-km pipeline network, is uncertain despite the special support of EU. He reminded that lot of
regulatory issues was not resolved yet, which could affect completion and profit of the project. In the same time, the pipeline should
run across ecologically sensitive and earthquake prone area, which
would require more studies. Investors also fear if there would be
enough natural gas to transport. Paleoyannis said this during the
conference on energy and development held in Athens. The main
competition to the pipeline comes from alternative routes, including Russia, Norway and North Africa, expert concluded.
One of the most serious competitors to the Italy-Greece-Turkey gas
route is the Trans-Adriatic Pipeline (TAP), developed by EGL, which
plans to transport natural gas from Alexandropoulos in Greece to
Brindisi in Italy via Albania. This route is shorter and it is 570km
long.
The recent reports imply that TAP project (unlike the Italian-GreekTurkey pipeline) managed to secure contracts both with customers
and suppliers. In March, EGL said it had completed necessary preparations for start of the construction in the next year, while the pipeline should be operational in 2010, i.e. one year earlier than the Italian-Greece-Turkey pipeline. Having in mind that Azerbaijan is seen
as main supplier for the both the of the pipelines, experts doubt
that Azerbaijan, which is still developing natural gas exporter, could
be able to provide sufficient amounts of gas.
According to recent data, share of natural gas in Europe’s primary
energy consumption reached 25 %, which is double comparing
to 15 years ago. On the other hand, the prices have risen sharply,
which forced several investors to abandon construction of natural
gas fired plants, despite their advantages comparing to coal or oil
fired plants.
In the second half of October, the government of Greece announced the prime minister Costas Karamanlis would visit Turkey
in November in order to attend the inauguration ceremony of the
Greece-Turkey pipeline. Greece sees this project as an opportunity
to become an energy hub. Governments of Greece, Turkey and Italy
supported the project, by signing the trilateral agreement in July.

Italian-Greek part of the ring includes construction of some 200 km
undersea section. EU has recently granted almost exclusive control
over that section to the Italian Edison and Greek Depa in order to
promote competition in Italy, in which Eni has dominant market
role.
§ § §

Start of coal production in coalmine Brod-Gneotino in
November (Macedonia)
In the second half of October, the final preparation works for start
of coal production in new open pit mine Brod-Gneotino took place.
The renewal of bucket wheel excavator type SRs-2000, which will
be moved from the coalmine Suvodol, was finished and the removal of overburden in the new pit mine should start in the beginning
of November. The moving of the bucket wheel excavator has been
done on the special transport route made by the local experts.
In the same time, 700 tons heavy equipment for the new bucket
wheel excavator type SRs 1800 arrived from Germany. The installation of new excavator should be finished next spring.
According to director of thermal power plant (TPP) Bitola, Zoran
Konjanovski, starting from 2009, new coalmine Brod-Gneotino,
should produce some 6 million tons of coal per year for the TPP.
Director confirmed that electricity production in the most important power plant in the country was stable starting from mid October, when all three units (225 MW each) were in service. Director
put blame on former management for frequent outages in TPP Bitola, which took place in the past several months. Director said the
main reason for outages was the absence of capital renewals in the
TPP in past several years. Konjanovski also accused former management for unplanned and undocumented exploitation of Suvodol
coalmine, which caused considerable damage since some 1 million
tons of coal in the coalmine could be exploited only after preparations that should take several years.
Unit 2 in TPP Bitola was put in service in mid October after finishing
two month-overhaul. In mid October, coal delivery from coalmine
Suvodol was stable and coal reserves at the TPPs depot stood at
400,000 tons.
§ § §

Increase in natural gas price by 7.6 % in the last quarter of
2007 (Macedonia)
Price of natural gas in the last quarter of this year should rise by 7.63
% up to 320 euros/1,000 cubic meters. The decision was reached by
Regulatory energy commission (REC) at the request of natural gas
distributor Makpetrol.
REC explained that the price increase was caused by increase in import prices and by increase in fuel oil and diesel prices on World
markets. According to supply contract, Makpetrol and natural gas
supplier, the Gazexport adjust natural gas prices on quarterly basis.
§ § §

ESM-EVN ready for winter season (Macedonia)
Power utility of Macedonia-Distribution (ESM-EVN) confirmed it
was prepared for incoming winter season.
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According to latest analyses, the electricity consumption should
double during winter, since large part of customers use electricity
for heating purposes. ESM said it solved problems in the most of
the critical parts of the grid. In the past period, the company put in
service 171 transformers, 3 new 110kV substations, 170km of mid
voltage grid and 150km of low voltage grid, spokesperson of ESM
said. The company confirmed start of investments in Skopje-center,
Skopje-west, Skopje-south, Strumica, Kicevo, Ilinden, Bitpazar, and
several other cities. In the incoming period, ESM should put in service 85 transformers, 185km of mid voltage grid and 90km of low
voltage grid.

some 5.52 TWh. In the next year, ELEM should produce some 6 TWh,
the director said.

In the end of October, ESM announced start of construction of new
110kV substation in Petrovec. The worth of the project is 3 million
euros, and the substation should be put in service in March next
year.

Government cancelled tender for sale of TPP Negotino, the
TPP remains state-owned (Macedonia)

In the related news, ESM said it wants to replace old electricity meters in the country with new modern ones. The proposal should be
approved by Macedonian authorities, and the replacement could
last two years.

In the last day of October, the government decided to cancel the
tender for sale of thermal power plant (TPP) Negotino, while the
TPP should remain the independent state-owned company. By this,
the sale of TPP once again ended with surprise, after the TPP was
preliminary sold.

§ § §

In this year, due to overhauls but also due to frequent outages of
TPPs, Macedonia was forced to import additional amounts of electricity and to increase production in hydropower plants, which considerably reduced levels in storage lakes. So far, Macedonia spent
84 million euros for electricity import in this year.
§ § §

Planned electricity import in 2008 to be reduced to 578
GWh (Macedonia)

Before this decision, the government cancelled a sale of TPP Negotino to first ranked bidder, the consortium led by Hatch, due to
incomplete documentation. In that time, the second ranked bidder,
the Greek-USA consortium Sencap saw its chance to become new
owner of the TPP.

General manager of Macedonia’s transmission system operator
(MEPSO), Vladimir Zdravev, said the company launched tender for
import of 578.225 GWh of electricity in period January 1-December
31 2008. Zdravev said the electricity import in 2008 was set after detailed analyses jointly conducted by MEPSO, ministry of economy
and the government.

Government explained that the abovementioned decision was in
accordance to tender rules, where government had a right to cancel the tender in any moment. The government concluded that TPP
Negotino is needed to state in terms of energy stability.

The requested amount is 40 % lower comparing to import in this
year, having in mind that large industrial customers will be obliged
to import part of its electricity needs starting from the next year.

In the past 29 years, TPP Negotino was used as cold reserve by Macedonia. Experts also believe that, having in mind the situation in
electricity sector in the region, the TPP should not be sold.
§ § §

Tender procedure should last 52 days, while the bids would be
opened on 10.00 on December 17.
§ § §

TPP Negotino in service, TPP Oslomej out of service
(Macedonia)
Macedonian power plants (ELEM) confirmed the thermal power
plant (TPP) Oslomej (100 MW) was out of service starting from end
of October, while TPP Negotino would remain in service with half of
power output, i.e. with 100 MW.
Experts claim the reason for shutting down the TPP Oslomej was
not the surplus of electricity produced by the largest TPP, the TPP
Bitola, (as it was said by ELEM) but the malfunction of the turbine.
As a reminder, TPP Oslomej recently finished 5-month overhaul. If
the surplus of electricity were the reason for shutdown, the TPP Negotino, as the most expensive plant, would be put out of the service
first, experts said.
Director of Macedonia’s transmission system operator (MEPSO),
Vladimir Zdravev, also confirmed the TPP Negotino should remain
in service by the end of October, while its operation in November,
still needs to be approved.
In the same time, director of ELEM, Vlatko Cingoski said the company should produce planned amount of electricity in this year, i.e.

Three options for construction of HPP Boka on Bileca Lake
(Montenegro)
Belgrade company Energoprojekt proposed several models for utilization of energy potential of Bileca Lake. The models imply channeling the water from the Lake and construction of hydropower
plant (HPP) Boka near city of Risno. The power output of the plant
should vary depend on the volume of the water collected, having in
mind that the Lake has been constantly shrinking.
The Energoprojekt, which recently won in the tender, launched by
government of Montenegro, for the best general design for utilization of the Bileca Lake, was already involved in preparation of two
similar studies. In 1993, Energoprojekt made a study called Multi-usage of water from hydro system of Trebisnjica. In 2000, the Belgrade
company published a study called Distribution of hydro potential
of HPP Trebinje between Montenegro and Republic of Srpska.
According to Energoprojekt’s proposal, the construction of HPP
Boka would imply construction of derivational HPP, similar to HPP
Dubrovnik in Croatia. The maximum power output of future HPP
should be 345 MW and average electricity production should reach
1.8 TWh. The HPP should be underground type, it should use water
from existing accumulation and the state of Montenegro should
build the tunnel from the Lake to the HPP. Two other options envisage construction of 60 MW (298 GWh) and 252 MW (1.3 TWh) HPP,
respectively.
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Energoprojekt said the advantages of future HPP is in its multifunctional purpose, since it could help water supply of coastal municipalities in Montenegro, which have acute problems with water
shortage. In the same time, the construction of HPP would be the
best compensation for flooding the part of Montenegro’s territory
for creation of Bileca Lake in 1960, authors of the study said.
According to Montenegro’s data, , 42 % of water inflows in Bileca
Lake come from Montenegro rivers, while 24 % of the Lake’s capacity lies in Montenegro. The Bileca Lake is 18km long and it is 3 to
4km wide, depending on season.
§ § §

Government called the largest customers to save electricity
(Montenegro)
Government of Montenegro called Aluminum factory (KAP), Steel
factory and other large industrial customers to save electricity,
which would be in accordance to Energy efficiency strategy and Action plan for implementation.
The KAP and Steel factory spend some 51 % of overall electricity
consumption in the country, where KAP alone spend 44 %. The
Strategy pointed out that the Montenegro has high electricity consumption per capita of some 6.5 MWh per year.
Deputy minister of economic development, in charge for energy,
Miodrag Canovic, believes there are large possibilities for electricity
savings in KAP, Steel factory and other large customers. The goal
should be achieved by introduction of energy efficiency projects
and modernization of equipment, deputy said.
According to recent, studies, the KAP’s energy savings potential
is 6.2 % or some 86 GWh of electricity per year. KAP’s energy consumption is mostly made of electricity consumption (60 %) and fuel
oil consumption (some 40 %).

The requested amount was divided in 12 lots, where EPCG preserves the right to adjust import in particular lot on weekly level by
+/- 20 %, except for lot 1, which was related to import of 50 MWh/h
during entire year.
§ § §

Tender for small HPPs to be published in November
(Montenegro)
The tender for construction of 43 small hydropower plants (HPPs)
and exploration of water potential will be launched in the first half
of November, the deputy minister of economic development, Miodrag Canovic said. Tender includes rivers Piva, Komarnica, Lim, Moraca, Ibar, Cehotina, Tara, Zeta and Grahovo Lake.
The future owners should be granted 20 or 30-year concession contracts, depending on the rivers and the rate of return of investments.
According to the tariff methodology, the Power utility of Montenegro (EPCG) will be obliged to purchase all output from these HPPs.
The sale price will be set at annual level and it will be equal to the
mean value of price of imported electricity and electricity produced
in thermal power plant Pljevlja, plus transmission expenses.
In the next year, the purchase price would be 6.9 eurocents/kWh
(transmission costs included), since EPCG paid average price of 6.6
eurocents/kWh for electricity import in 2007.
The small HPPs (under 10 MW) should be built in the next three
years, at the earliest, minister said. According to the Strategy of energy development until 2025, Montenegro plans to cover 3.5 % of
electricity consumption by small HPPs.
Until now, several local companies, such as Hemera Kapital and
Montenegro business alliance, expressed interest for the project,
while deputy minister Canovic expects that the some Austrian companies and Italian Enel could take part in the tender.
§ § §

As for Steel factor in Niksic, the studies showed that usage of heat
energy from liquid waste and exhaust gases is the biggest potential
for increase of energy efficiency in the factory. The savings are estimated at some 26 GWh per year.
The latest data of Regulatory energy agency showed that Power
utility of Montenegro (EPCG) earns some 17 million euros by delivering of electricity to KAP. On the other hand, government of Montenegro pays 5 million euros of subsidies for electricity delivered to
Steel factory.

Enel to be involved in wind power projects (Romania)
Enel Investment Holding, the subsidiary of Enel in Romania, finished acquisition of Blue Line SRL, the local company that holds the
rights for construction of wind farms in Dobrogea. Overall capacity
is estimated at 200 MW. The project is underway and the wind farms
should be operational in 2010.

§ § §

By the latest acquisition, Enel entered renewable energy sources
(RES) market in Romania, which is line with company’s plans.

8 companies submitted bids in tender for import of
electricity in 2008 (Montenegro)
On October 30, the Power utility of Montenegro (EPCG) confirmed
that 8 companies submitted bids in the tender for import of electrical energy in 2008. The tender was launched in the first half of October, while tender results should be published by November 30.
EPCG demanded to import 869.19 GWh of electricity, while the bids
were filed by EFT, Ezpada, EGL, Atel, Gen-I, CEZ, Rudnap and RE Trading. EPCG plans to spend 65.2 million euros for purchase of electricity. All companies offered to provide requested amount, where the
only criteria will be the most favorable price.

§ § §

Feasibility study for cable toward Turkey to start in March
2008 (Romania)
Feasibility study for construction of undersea power cable between
Romania and Turkey should start in March 2008 and it should be finished in six-month period, development director of Transelectrica,
Razvan Purdila said.
The Nuclearelectrica should finance 25 % of study’s expenses, 50 %
would be provided by the government of Sweden, while Transelec-
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trica should provide the rest. Sweden should approve the funds by
the mid November, Purdila said.
By January next year, Transelectrica should receive the bids for the
study, while the final contract should be signed in February. The
construction works should start in 2009, after the selection of investors. The feasibility study should cost 1.5 million euros, while Romania and Turkey should provide 400 million euros for construction
of the cable.
§ § §

New TPP to be built by 2012 (Romania)
Swiss aluminum producer, the Vimetco, announced it signed contract with Romanian-British company Interagro regarding the construction of new thermal power plant (TPP).
The involved parties did not disclose any financial details.
The coal fired TPP should have 1,000 MW power output, where the
part of the production would be delivered to Vimetco’s aluminum
plant in Slatina. The TPP should be built in accordance to EU regulations and it should be put in service in 2012.
§ § §

Six bids for units 3 and 4 in NPP Cernavoda (Romania)
The six companies submitted binding bids for construction of units
3 and 4 (700 MW each) in nuclear power plant (NPP) Cernavoda, the
operator of NPP, the Nuclearelectrica said. The bids were submitted
by Electrabel, Enel, Iberdrola, CEZ, Arcelor Mital and RWE.
The tender results should be published by the end of November.
The joint venture should be established in the beginning of 2008,
while the construction works should start the same year. Two units
are expected to be operational by 2014 and in 2015 and the cost of
the project is estimated at 2.2 billion euros.
As a reminder, Romania recently announced plans for construction
of its second NPP.

Earlier, on October 1, Turceni Energy unit sold three packages, each
219.6 GWh, at the price 54.9 euros/MWh, 54.74 euros/MWh, 54.53
euros/MWh, respectively, for delivery period January 1-December
31 2008.
§ § §

Srbijagas signed contract with MOL for additional import
of natural gas (Serbia)
On October 24, MOL Group and Serbian gas company, the Srbijagas, singed the new contract, by which MOL should deliver, from its
own sources, additional amount of 500,000 cubic meters of natural
gas per day in case of need during this winter season.
According to joint press release, if daily natural gas needs of Serbia
in period November 1 2007- February 29 2008 exceeded maximum
import from Russia of 10 million cubic meters, MOL should deliver
aforementioned amount of natural gas to Serbia.
The new contract was considered as the continuation of good business relations between two companies initiated in the last year, the
press release said.
Director of Srbijagas believes that the new contract would provide
sufficient amount of natural gas to all customers in Serbia, even in
case of extremely cold winter.
During the last winter season, 14 million cubic meters of gas, which
was contracted by Srbijagas, was not spent due to mild winter.
The amount was pumped into the underground storage facility in
Banatski Dvor. Nevertheless, the storage facility is still not operational.
In the related news, minister of energy and mining, Aleksandar
Popovic, announced that there would be no increase in natural gas
prices and that management of Srbijagas had not filed the request
to Regulatory energy agency regarding the increase in prices. Popovic reminded that ministry was not obliged anymore to propose
changes in natural gas prices.
§ § §

§ § §

20.92 million tons produced in Kolubara coalmine (Serbia)
Nuclearelectrica sold electricity to Electrica, Grivco and
Enel on OPCOM (Romania)
On October 24, Nuclear power producer, Nuclearelectrica sold electricity to Electrica, Grivco and Enel on power exchange OPCOM on
the central market for bilateral contracts.
Electrica purchased 501.6 GWh (50 MWh/h) at the price of 52 euros/MWh. In the same time, Grivco and Enel purchased 250.8 GWh
(25 MWh/h) each at the price of 53.63 euros/MWh and 53.12 euros/
MWh, respectively. All three bids refer to delivery period November
11 2007- December 31 2008.
On October 25, Nuclearelectrica offered to sell three packages of
250.8 GWh each (25 MWh/h) at initial price of 44.2 euros/MWh,
On October 18, Craiova Energy Unit sold 87.84 GWh at price of 57.05
euros/MWh in period January 1-December 31 2008.

In the first nine months of 2007, the largest coalmine in Serbia, the
Kolubara coalmine, produced 20.92 million tons of coal, which was
4.43 % higher than planned. Out of that amount, 19.6 million tons
(+5.25 % comparing to plan) was delivered to the thermal power
plants (TPPs) Nikola Tesla A and B, Kolubara and Morava.
In the same time, in the second half of October, the production of
overburden reached 61.5 million tons, by which the annual target
was reached. The management of the company confirmed the
annual plan for this year would be exceeded, while the coalmine
should not have any problems in operation in the next three years.
The first potential problems could arise in 2011, if the dislocation of
Vreoci village was not finished.
According to the experts from the coalmine, the estimated reserves
under this particular village are 570 million tons of high quality lignite. Until now, the final agreement for displacement of 1,100 families from the village was not reached. The state of Serbia provided
143 million euros for this purpose, while the village should be dislocated in period of 8 years.
§ § §
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General Electric interested of CHP Novi Sad (Serbia)
During the first Regional energy forum of Central and Eastern Europe held in Budapest, the officials from US company General Electric (GE) confirmed their interest for participation in the project for
renewal of combined heat power plant (CHP) Novi Sad. The cost of
the project is estimated between 200 and 400 million euros. According to sources, some 20 companies have expressed interest for
this project so far.
Power utility of Serbia (EPS) proposed two options for renewal,
where the first option envisages upgrade of existing CHP with 200
MW output up to CCGT plant with overall output of 500 MW. The
second option considers construction of new CCGT unit with 500
MW power output.
§ § §

New system for electricity trade management (Serbia)
In the second half of October, Public company Transmission system
operator (EMS) put in service new system for electricity trade management. New system brings EMS and Serbia closer to standards in
energy sector in EU. The cost of the project was 3 million euros and
it has been financed by European agency for reconstruction (EAR).
According to the coordinator of the project, the new system is the
main precondition for liberalization of electricity market in Serbia. Starting from January 1 2008, wholesale electricity market for
eligible customers (over 3 GWh of annual consumption) should
be liberalized, which should be supported by new management
system. The new system is integrated with the EMS’s dispatching
management system, SCADA system and system for processing of
exchange programs of market participants. The new information
and telecommunication system enables EMS to calculate deviations between contracted and realized power transactions for each
market participant.
Minister of energy and mining, Aleksandar Popovic also believes
the new management system is very significant for Serbia in sense
of reaching EU standards. Popovic believes that EMS, due to its favorable geographic position, is one of the key power systems for
transit of electrical energy in Europe, which should be supported
by the modern technologies. Minister reminded that EMS is the
second ranked transmission system operator in Europe in terms of
number electrical borders, where EMS has 8 of them.
According to Popovic, the year 2015 should be the final deadline
for liberalization of electricity market for all customers in Serbia (the
liberalization for households should start in 2012), where Serbia
should be prepared much sooner for that event.

Ministers of economy and finance in favor of sale of shares
in EPS, the management against the proposal (Serbia)
Minister of economy, Mladjan Dinkic, proposed sale of 10 % to 30
% of shares in Power utility of Serbia (EPS) in order to provide main
part of 1.5 billion euros needed for construction of two new 700
MW power plants.
The same idea was supported by minister of finances, Mirko Cvetkovic, where he did not specify the amount of shares of EPS to be sold.
Cvetkovic was also in favor of sale of shares of some other major
public and state companies.
On the other hand, skeptics doubt the estimation of minister Dinkic
that sale of 30 % of shares would provide 1 billion euros to EPS,
quoting the example of Italian Enel, which purchased 66 % of Slovakian company (similar size to EPS) for only 840 million euros in
2006.
The general manager of EPS, Vladimir Djordjevic, was strongly
against the sale of EPS in this moment. He called for privatization of
EPS at the time when company’s worth reached 8 billion euros, the
average price of electricity was 7-8 eurocents/kWh, and the annual
profit was at least 500 million euros.
Djordjevic believes that the government would approve model of
development of EPS proposed by the management, i.e. finding the
strategic partners through tender procedure in order to build new
power plants.
The sale of shares of EPS in the moment when company has been
recovering from the losses in the past would be wrong move and
against the interest of the company and future shareholders, Djordjevic said.
General manager said that the sale of shares would be followed by
allocation of free shares to the citizens, which would certainly affect
worth of the company since the local and foreign tycoons would be
able to purchase EPS’s shares under low prices. The management
of EPS recently proposed restructuring of EPS into closed type joint
stock company for period of at least four years.
Minister of energy and mining, Aleksandar Popovic, reminded
that, in February 2006, the government concluded that EPS should
launch two tenders for construction of new power plants. On the
other hand, Popovic said he was open for any other good ideas regarding the future of EPS.
According to experts, the recent disputes clearly showed once
again that the government of Serbia does not have single concept
for privatization of EPS, and that there are two confronted opinions
in the government regarding this issue.

In the related news, EMS confirmed it has introduced new procedures for applications and approvals of power exchange programs,
which provides equal treatment for all market participants. Starting
from December this year, EMS will become coordinator of control
block made of Serbia, Montenegro and Macedonia. EMS has recently put in service new SCADA system, while the project for introduction of auction of cross borders capacities is in progress.
In this moment, EMS is involved in construction of interconnection
400kV line toward Macedonia, new 400kV substation in capital Belgrade, installation of modern electricity meters on the boundaries
of transmission system, while the reconstruction of several major
power lines is underway.
§ § §
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Tenders:

Electricity

Company /
organization:

Renewable energy feasibility studies
Content:

EBRD, related Bulgaria
Required specific fields of expertise: design and/or implementation of renewable energy projects, economic analysis of energy projects (conventional or renewable energy
technologies).

The following notice refers to goods, works and
services to be procured through open tendering
for projects financed by the Kozloduy International
Decommissioning Support Fund which is administered by the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development.

Maximum budget
€ 1,000,000
The Contracting Authority may, at its own discretion, extend the project in duration and/or scope subject to the
availability of funding, up to a maximum not exceeding
the length and value of the initial contract. Any extension
of the contract would be subject to satisfactory performance by the Contractor.

For more information, please visit http://www.ebrd.
com/oppor/procure/opps/goods/general/070803a.
htm
Deadline:
Contact:

Company /
organization:

The project involves the preparation of individual bankable renewable energy projects (both technical design and
economic analysis) in Serbia up to the level of detail necessary for submission for potential investment by financing
institutions and/or private investors.
Assistance will also be provided to the Ministry of Mining
and Energy to enable them to grant concessions for renewable energy projects.

Kozloduy Nuclear Power Plant – General
Content:

EAR, related Serbia

3 Aug 2008 at 24:00, Kozloduy time

Mr. Daryll Jones
Fax. + 359 973 7 4508
E-mail: kpmu@npp.bg

Deadline:
Contact:

EAR, related Serbia

29 November 2007 at 16:00, Local time..

The European Agency for Reconstruction
Procurement Unit, 2rd floor
Vasina 2-4,
11000 Belgrade
Serbia and Montenegro
Fax no.: +381 11 3023 466

Construction of 400 kV Electricity Transmission Line from Nis – Leskovac
Content:

The project purpose is the implementation of works
for the construction of the 1st phase of the Serbian
part of the HV transmission line Niš – Skopje 400 kV
transmission line, to be implemented in two phases.
Phase 1 will be the construction of the line from Niš
2 substation to Leskovac.

Company /
organization:

CFR Traction Energy Network Management LOT 1,2 - General
Content:

The works project will include: manufacturing, constructing and erecting towers, stringing lines and
civil works
Deadline:
Contact:

Company /
organization:

19 November 2007, 12 hrs, Belgrade time

Ana.Milenic@ear.europa.eu

EBRD, related Bulgaria

Kozloduy Nuclear Power Plant (KNPP), hereinafter
referred to as the Employer, intends using a grant
received from the Kozloduy International Decommissioning Support Fund, administered by the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(the Bank) towards the cost of a facility for retrieval
and processing of the solidified phase from evaporator concentrate tanks.

Lot 2: Supply and Installation of equipment sets for
the control and surveillance (SCADA) of four railway
energy dispatchers: DEF Timisoara, DEF Caransebes,
DEF Craiova and DEF Targu-Jiu.
Deadline:
Contact:

Deadline:
Contact:

3 Dec 2007 at 16:00, Kozloduy time.
Kozloduy Nuclear Power Plant Plc, KPMU,
3321 Kozloduy
Bulgaria
Attention: Daryll Jones
Office tel.: +359 973 7 64 22
Fax: +359 973 7 45 08;
E-mail: kpmu@npp.bg

CFR Electrificare is a Beneficiary of a loan from the
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development and intends to use its proceeds towards the
cost of a project to continue modernisation and introduce cost-savings measures in management of
its traction energy network. The proposed project,
which has a total estimated cost of EUR 26 million
equivalent (EUR 22m from the Bank and EUR 4m in
VAT and other taxes), will require the procurement
of the following goods, works and services:
Lot 1: Supply and Installation of equipment sets for
the Upgrading and
Rehabilitation of 12 traction substations 110/25kV
and the associated
sectioning/subsectioning posts and disconnectors
remote control

Kozloduy - Evaporator Concentrate Tanks
Content:

EBRD, related Romania

22 Oct 2008 at 00:00, Bucharest time.

Mr I Truica
Technical Director
S.C. Electrificare SA
B-dul D Golescu nr.38
Bucharest, Romania
Tel: + 40 21 3192512
Email: ionel.truica@cfr.ro
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EBRD, related Bosnia and Herzegovina

Company /
organization:

EBRD, related Romania

Stanari Thermal Power Plant Project

Iasi District Heating Project

Content:

Content:

EFT-Thermal Power Plant Stanari” Ltd., member of
Energy Financing Team Group, is considering applying in its own name or through a joint-venture
to be established with a strategic partner, to the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(EBRD) for a loan towards the co-financing of the
construction of 420 MW lignite fired Power Thermal
Plant Stanari.
The power plant will be located near the town of
Stanari, 70 km east of the city of Banja Luka. The
new plant will be fuelled by lignite from the nearby
Stanari lignite mine.

The Project, which has a total estimated cost of
about €31.8 million, proposed to be financed by the
Bank, the Swiss Government and S.C.CET Iasi S.A,
will require the procurement of the following goods
and works:

The proposed power plant will require engineering,
procurement and construction of a supercritical, single unit lignite fired power plant of 420 MW nominal
capacity, pursuant to a “turnkey” engineering, procurement and construction (“EPC”) contract.

- Supply and Installation of thermal modules (expected to be partly donor funded)
- Supply and Installation of the equipment in the
Central Sub-stations, including the automation
equipment (expected to be partly donor funded)

The plant shall be equipped with all necessary facilities including a complete flue gas treatment system,
indirect dry cooling system, process water and water management system, coal storage and handling
system, ash disposal system and ancillaries.

- Rehabilitation Works for the Central Sub-stations,
including Buildings Rehabilitation
- Rehabilitation Works for the Heat Distribution Network

The power plant shall be designed to fulfill the following objectives:
• Gross efficiency of at least 43%
• High level of availability
• Automated to a high degree, including flexible operating characteristics
• Compliance with National and European Union environmental requirements.

Tendering for the above is expected to start in the
1st quarter 2007.
Contracts to be financed with the proceeds of a loan
from the bank will be subject to the Bank’s Procurement Policies and Rules and will be open to firms
from any country. The proceeds of the Bank’s loan
will not be used for the purpose of any payment
to persons or entities, of for any import of goods, if
such payment or import is prohibited by a decision
of the United Nations Security Council taken under
Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations or
under a law of official regulation of the Purchaser’s
country.

Tendering for the EPC contract is expected to begin
in September 2007 with pre-qualification of applicants. Procurement of services, supply, installation
and works will be carried out following the results
of a tender process.
Contracts to be financed with loans from the EBRD
will be subject to its Procurement Policies and Rules.
The proceeds of the EBRD’s loan will not be used
for the purpose of any payment to persons or entities, or for any import of goods, if such payment
or import is prohibited by a decision of the United
Nations Security Council taken under Chapter VII of
the Charter of the United Nations or under a law or
official regulation of the purchaser’s country.
Deadline:
Contact:

This General Procurement Notice (GPN) updates the
first GPN for this project published in Procurement
Opportunities, on 6 February 2006 with the Ref:
5189-GPN -35162.
S.C. Centrala Electrică de Termoficare (CET).Iaşi S.A.
has received a loan from the European Bank of Reconstruction and Development and intends using
the proceeds for refurbishment of the city district
heating.

Deadline:
Contact:

25 Apr 2008 at 24:00, Iasi time
Centrala Electrica de Termoficare Iasi ( CET) SA Project Implementation Unit
Contact name: Mrs. Buzea Doina
Address: Calea Chisinaului Street, no. 25 Iasi; Postal code:
700265 Iasi, Romania Phone: +40-232-231675 Fax: +40232-231675

27 July 2008 at 24:00, Belgrade time
Danilo Milosevic
Chief Mechanical Engineer
Energy Financing Team Ltd.
Bulevar Mihaila Pupina 10b/II
Belgrade, Serbia
Tel: +381 11 3011 061
Fax: +381 11 3011 053
email: danilo.milosevic@eft-group.net

Company /
organization:

EAR, related Serbia

Construction of 400 kV Electricity Transmission Line from Nis – Leskovac
Content:

Deadline:
Contact:

The project purpose is the implementation of works
for the construction of the 1st phase of the Serbian
part of the HV transmission line Niš – Skopje 400 kV
transmission line, to be implemented in two phases.
Phase 1 will be the construction of the line from Niš
2 substation to Leskovac.
The works project will include: manufacturing, constructing and erecting towers, stringing lines and
civil works.
19 November 2007, 12:00 hrs local time
Ana.Milenic@ear.europa.eu
Procurement Unit; European Agency for Reconstruction
Vasina 2–4, 11000 Belgrade, Serbia
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EBRD, Serbia

NEK, related Bulgaria

Electric Power Industry of Serbia

Bridge Financing for the Belene NPP Project

Content:

Content:

Natsionalna Elektricheska Kompania EAD has announced a
tender to raise debt financing in the amount of MEUR250.
This credit facility will be used to finance the design, procurement of equipment and civil works (construction and
erection works) under the Project for Construction of NPP
Belene during the first year of its implementation. This period is planned for implementation of the first phase of the
Project that mainly covers design and preparatory works
and within this period of 1 year NEK in its capacity as the
company responsible for the development of the Project
will complete the process of its structuring. The purpose of
this credit facility will be to play the role of bridge financing until the required financial resources are provided for
the complete implementation of the Project for construction of NPP Belene. Therefore NEK EAD as Borrower intends
to repay entirely the credit immediately after the financial
close of the Project is achieved or to keep the credit on its
balance sheet with option for long term repayment. The
announcement is published on the page of the Public
Procurement Agency http://www.aop.bg and in the Supplement to the Official Journal of the European Union
http://ted.europa.eu. The documents for participation in
the public procurement procedure may be obtained at the
Head Office of NEK EAD or via e-mail upon submission of a
document evidencing payment of the documentation fee
of 500 Euro. The payment may be made either at the payoffice of NEK EAD or by bank transfer to the NEK account:
IBAN: BG35KORP92201400534102, BIC: KORPBGSF in Corporative Commercial Bank AD.

Contact:

Yulian Kiossev, tel. (+3592) 9263490
ykiossev@nek.bg.

This notice updates the General Procurement Notice for this project which was posted on the EBRD
website on 19 November 2003.
Electric Power Industry of Serbia (EPS) is constructing and conducting an installation of a reliable overburden removal system at Tamnava West lignite
mine financed from a loan from the European Bank
for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and
the Kreditanstalt fuer Wiederaufbau (KfW).
EPS has applied for an EBRD loan for the realization
of the following parts of the new lignite mining system:
• New Bucket Wheel Excavator
• New Belt Conveyor system (co-financed by KfW)
• New shifting devices
EPS has further applied for KfW loan for the following parts of the new system:
• Parts of the new belt conveyor system
• New power supply system
• Spreader integrating new and available parts
Tendering process is completed and contract realization for the above goods and services is ongoing
and project completion is planned for the second
quarter of 2009.

Deadline:
Contact:

12 June 2008 at 24:00, Beograd time
Mr. Slobodan Mitrović or Mr. Aleksandar Gajić
Tel.. + 381-11-397-1926
Fax: + 391-11-397-1923
e-mail: slobodan.mitrovic@eps.co.yu or aleksandar.gajic@
eps.co.yu

Company /
organization:

Power Distribution Reconstruction Project
Content:

Company /
organization:

EBRD, related Bulgaria

Pernik District Heating Rehabilitation Project
Content:

Toplofikacia Pernik EAD, hereinafter referred to as
“The Employer”, intends using part of the proceeds
of a Grant from the Kozloduy International Decommissioning Support Fund (KIDSF) administrated by
the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (the Bank) towards the cost of “Pernik District
Heating Rehabilitation Project”. The project has accumulated savings of €180,000 which is intended
to be used for Construction and Installation Works
(CIW) needed for the rehabilitation of the heat transmission network.
Contracts to be financed with the KIDSF grant will
be subject to the Bank’s Procurement Policies and
Rules. Tendering for contracts to be financed with
the proceeds of a grant administered by the Bank is
now open to firms from Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria,
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland,
Italy, Luxemburg, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, UK, Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Estonia,
Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, the Netherlands,
Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, all the so called
PHARE and countries of EBRD operations.

Deadline:
Contact:

EBRD, related Bosnia and Herzegovina

12 June 2008 at 24:00, Pernik time
eng. Gergana Koleva
Moshino, CHP Plant Republika
2303 Pernik, Bulgaria
Tel./Fax.: +359 (076) 670 675
Deadline:

This GPN updates the notice published on the EBRD
website on 11 November 2005. Bosnia and Herzegovina has applied for a loan from the European
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (“The
Bank”) towards the cost of reconstructing and modernising the electricity distribution infrastructure in
Bosnia and Herzegovina, enabling the three local
power utilities (Elektroprivreda Bosne Hercegovine
(“EPBIH”); Elektroprivreda Republike Srpske (“EPRS”)
and Elektroprivreda Hrvatske Zajednice Herceg
Bosne (“EPHZHB”)) to improve reliability and quality of electricity supply, reduce losses and improve
energy efficiency.
The proposed project has a total estimated cost
of Euro 55 million, proposed to be financed by the
EBRD, and will require the procurement of the following goods, works and services for:
(a) Goods and related Services for purchasing of
metering equipment for residential consumption
and Low and Medium Voltage substations, Low and
Medium Voltage transformers, cables and auxiliary
equipment for Low and Medium Voltage lines, machinery and equipment for the installation of the
aforementioned items;
(b) Works for the installation of the aforementioned
items;
(c) Consulting services to support the three Project
Implementation Units established by the three
power utilities.
Tendering for contracts under (c) above was completed in June 2006. Procurement for goods & services and works under (a) and (b) abovehas started
and should be completed by December 2007.
2 June 2008 at 24:00, Mostar time
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Mr. Josip Jerkovic
PIU Director
Tel:+387 36 323 788
Fax:+387 36 322 831
Email: josip.jerkovic@ephzhb.ba

EBRD, related Romania

Design, Construction and Commissioning of the 390 Km Agadyr-YuKGRES Section of 500 KV Second Transmission Line of Kazakhstan North-South Transit
Consulting Services Loan: Management and Monitoring Of Construction Contract Implementation Progress
Content:

The Kazakhstan Electricity Grid Operating Company (KEGOC) has received a loan from the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
and it intends to use part of the proceeds of the
loan for payments under the contract for consulting services for Management and Monitoring of
Construction Contract implementation process.
The assignment is expected to be carried out in
three Phases as described below.
Phase I
1.1 Supervision of quality assurance by Contractor and PIU during implementation of survey
work and design estimates.
1.2 Quality and the accepted technical solutions
assessment during elaboration of design estimates.
1.3 Final review and approval of the made up design estimates for the construction of 500 kV OTL
500 kV Agadyr SS– 500 kV YuKGRES SS.
Phase II
2.1 Managerial and monitoring support during
contracting.
2.2 Analyses of the results of the tests performance for the quality conformance of the equipment and materials supplied under the project to
the quality and technical characteristics operated
together with KEGOC JSC specialists. Tests results
evaluation.
2.3 Quality assurance surveillance by the Contractor and PIU during implementation of the
construction and erection works.
2.4 Environmental measures monitoring during
implementation of the construction and erection
works.
2.5 Verification of implementation according to
the PIP and review of any changes to the PIP.
2.6 Verification of the proper use of available
funds.
2.7 Submit periodic activity reports as may be requested from time to time by KEGOC.
Phase III
3.1 Confirmation of the Project Completion in
accordance with the PIP and preparation of a
Project Completion Report

§ § §
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